
Drug Lord (54, Male) 
 
You are the modern El Chapo, orphaned at a young age. You started at the very bottom of the 
food chain. With wit, bravery, and sheer strength you have survived the worst of favelas and 
have mastered the laws of the street. After joining a major cartel at the age of fifteen, you have 
single-handedly eliminated its enemies with the trigger of your Magnum, becoming its leader in 
just three years. You subjugated the rival cartels under your command, forming what is perhaps 
the most powerful narcotic empire in Latin America. Your next major milestone is establishing a 
cocaine smuggling network into the United States. Just recently, you came across a possible 
solution: a remote island that can be used as an outpost for the cartel. Purchasing this land 
would open up unprecedented opportunities for the cartel, and you will not hesitate at anything 
to seize them. 
 
You have a strong physique, intimidating your enemies with your chilling stare. You are a 
master of fists, guns and also medicine. Throughout the years, you have developed a good 
instinct of sensing danger. You trust no one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tech CEO (26, Male) 
 
You are the spirit of the digital age, a model for the Silicon Valley Dream. You are the founder 
and CEO of a multi-billion dollar tech company, living the dream life at an age of 26. During your 
undergraduate study in Computer Science at Stanford University, you have developed a 
groundbreaking technology from an idea that you borrowed from a colleague. Or “stole it,” they 
claim. You look down on these incompetent fools that can only claim ownership of an idea 
which they cannot deliver. You have the ability to recognize the potential of an idea and execute 
it with a meticulous level of technicality. Just recently, a friend has told you about a beautiful 
island that is looking for a new owner. The thought instantly reminds you of the time when you 
were in a boy scout, venturing the wilderness. Who can possibly deserve it more than you? 
Time to enjoy life when you can! 
 
You are slender, but quick and agile, having contended as a runner in the Olympics. You are 
very observant, with a keen eye for detail. You are also a creative craftsman, being handy with 
all things digital and physical. Technology is your best friend, not humans. 



Investment Banker (35, Male) 
 
You are the Wolf of Wall Street. You are extremely good with people, and playing with them as 
well. Money was what initially attracted you into the banking business, but the game was what 
made you stay. After all, it’s not just about the money, but about winning. You have the unique 
ability to calculate the risks and outcomes of every possible situation: from chess games to 
stock investment. Being in this business also made you extremely knowledgeable across all 
fields. You can therefore listen and read people’s minds: what they are thinking and what they 
want. Your negotiating skills have gotten you far above anyone else, and you look down on the 
naive who mistake pure luck for their own skill. Like that fool who is willing to sell an island in the 
Carribeans. What an investment opportunity! Just think about the sheer amount of offshore oil! 
And the real estate value! You see gold in plain sight. 
 
Healthy body, healthy mind. You also enjoy kickboxing and rockclimbing as hobbies. You also 
have a suave fashion sense; dressing formally with multi-thousand dollar suits, ties, and leather 
shoes. Oh yeah, and the hair gel. 


